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CONSTRUCTION: CHARACTER CREATION

Timestream creates stories, and stories need characters. Every player other than the GM creates and 
takes on the role of one of the protagonists of the story to come. Your character is your alter-ego in 
the world of the game. This chapter contains the rules about how to create a character. A number of 
game-play rules referenced here are fully explained in the next chapter (page 15), but everything you 
need to know to create an effective character is at least touched on here. 

The following statistics and attributes define every character in Timestream.
 
Personal Information: Name, Age, Date of Birth (very important!), and Native Timeframe.

Capacity: Each character has 3 Capacities, Physical, Mental and Social. They are rated on a scale of -6 to 6.

Arenas: Each Capacity has a set of related Arenas, which are more specific areas of application of that 
Capacity. Each Arena has a score between -6 and 6.

Style: Each character chooses one of three Styles: Travel, Temporal Manipulation or Thrall. Travel-
ers can move through time, jumping from era to era as they choose. TMers can manipulate time as it 
moves around them, making it stop, speed up and repeat over and over, among other effects. Thralls 
use the same powers as the other two, but are under the aegis of an external force. 

Goals and Obstacles: Each character has a set of Goals that they strive to achieve and Obstacles block-
ing that achievement. Goals are rated from +1 to +6, and Obstacles from -1 to -6. The total of all of 
your Goals and Obstacles must equal 0 at the end of character creation. 

Counters: Each character starts with two pools of counters, one of Time and one of Strain.

Anchors: Those who your character has connections with, and who you want to see factor into the 
game.

Character creation occurs in two phases. The first is to create and describe your personal character. 
The second is to work with your play group to link all the characters together with a supporting cast. 
Phase 1 is detailed below, while Phase 2 begins on Page 13, following the example of Phase 1 charac-
ter creation.

Personal Information: Given the guidelines and restrictions inherent to the story your group 
wants to tell, choose any name, age and date of birth you wish. Your character may come from any 
time period, nation, or culture. Age and DoB will both be very important throughout the game, so be 
sure to keep track of them (yes, your DoB can change). In general, age should be recorded down to 
the month, if not the week. Add your Age to your DoB to determine your Native Timeframe. 

Capacity: Capacities represent your characters general capability, comfort level and potential in 
each of the specified areas. Set each Capacity (Physical, Mental, and Social) to a number between -6 
and +6. The total of the three numbers must equal +3 or less. Physical Capacity represents how gen-
erally physically fit, strong and fast you are. Mental Capacity represents your broad mental compe-
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tence, intelligence, and stability. Social Capacity represents your comfort level in social situations, as 
well as how well-adjusted and socially adept you are. Positive ratings indicate better capability and 
competence in each area than average, while negative ratings indicate a sickly, slow-witted, or social-
ly awkward character. 

Arenas: Arenas are narrower areas within each Capacity in which you may be especially strong (a 
positive value) or weak (a negative one). Set each Arena to a number between -6 and 6. The total of 
all the Arenas under each Capacity can add up to no more than the rating for that Capacity, and can 
add up to less if you wish. In play, Arenas are modifiers that apply to rolls that concern that particu-
lar area of capability. Arena values change during play, and after character creation ends can add to 
greater than the governing Capacity.

 Physical Arenas: Mental Arenas: 
 Appearance   Creativity
 Fighting  Education
 Fitness  Invention
 Gymnastics  Memory
 Might   Profession
 Perception  Puzzles
 Profession  Science
 Speed   Shooting
 Stealth  Wits

 Social Arenas: 
 Adaptability
 Charm
 Cool
 Intimidation
 Leadership
 Loyalty
 Misdirection
 Persuasiveness
 Profession

Style: You have a choice in how you influence time. The difference between being a Time Trav-
eler (Traveler) and a Temporal Manipulator (TMer) is the difference between global and local scales. 
Travelers can jump around within time, moving from era to era. Manipulators can bend, distort and 
otherwise play with time on an individual basis. Travelers do not have the fine control of TMers, and 
TMers do not have the raw power of Travelers. Thralls can pull from both sets of powers, but are at 
the beck and call of some greater authority. Chapter Three has the rules for Traveling (page 23) and 
TMing (page 26) . Thralldom is detailed both at on the next page, after the guidelines for creating 
Travelers and TMers, and on page 31.

Once you choose a Style, record your Aspects and Ranges (Travelers) or Techniques (TMers). Aspects 
are qualities of Time Travel that differentiate one Traveler from another.  Some can Travel over a very 
long span of time, some can bring others with them, and some just find it easier to Travel. Ranges 

Arenas: Arenas are not “skill lists” or anything 
of the kind. Rather, they simulate broad areas of 
capability that hold universally true. An athlete 
from any era would have a good score in Fitness, 
whether a Greek marathon runner or a modern-
day soccer player. A World War I German soldier 
and a far-future space commando would both be 
proficient in Shooting, regardless of the fact that 
one uses a bolt-action rifle and the other a com-
plicated plasma blaster, and so on.  

The Profession Arena: The Profession Arena is what you 
can take to indicate a group of skills and abilities commonly found in 
the pursuit of a given profession. Profession: Detective would apply 
whenever gathering evidence, interrogating a witness or attempting to 
deduct a sequence of events from scattered clues, for example. When 
taking a Profession, determine which Capacity it most appropriately 
falls under for your character. A [Physical] Profession: Detective and a 
[Mental] Profession: Detective indicate very different things. You can 
have multiple Professions, under the same or different Capacities, if 
you wish.   
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keep track of the span of time in which you can Travel or View (see View Aspect (below and page 25). 
TMers use the six known Techniques of manipulating local time. The lists below summarize each set 
of powers. Travelers pick three Aspects, while TMers start with three Techniques. Aspects can stack, 
so Travelers can choose them multiple times. Techniques are unique, so TMers must choose 3 differ-
ent ones. Next, choose one Arena which best describes how you influence time as your Linked Arena. 
It does not need to be a perfect fit, but it should help describe and define your Style. Finally, fill in a 
description of your Style.

Thralldom: Some do not have the ability to influence time themselves, but gain the power from an-
other. Known as Thralls, these characters are the only ones who can command both Travel and TM 
powers. This unique ability comes with drawbacks, however. The source of their power always has 
the ability to use the character as a mere instrument of their will, basically as a conduit for their own 
agenda. At this stage, a Thrall makes three choices between Aspects and Techniques. A Thralls Linked 
Arena must always be Loyalty. A Thrall with no Aspects cannot Travel, and one with no Techniques 
cannot TM. The restrictions on Thralls use of power are detailed in Chapter 3 (Page 31).

The Masters Control Arena: Thralls have an additional entry on the character sheet: the Masters Con-
trol Arena. This Arena governs how much control the Master has over you. If your Loyalty Arena is 
positive, subtract it from 6 to establish the Masters Control value. If it is zero or negative, set it to +4.    

Aspects
For full descriptions, see pages 24 - 25.

 Ease: This Aspect makes Travel easier for you than for others. Pay 1 less Time whenever you  
 Travel for every Ease Aspect you have. You must always spend at least 1 Time to Travel.

 Gate: You can maintain as many open Gates as you have Gate Aspects between two time 
 frames. Anyone who happens upon a Gate can pass through it. 

 Passenger: You find it much easier to bring people with you when you Travel. For every Pas 
 senger Aspect, you can bring one person along with you for free. 

 Range: You can Travel farther than other Travelers. For every Range Aspect you have, extend  
 your Travel Range by 100 years.

 Send: You can send other people to another Time without going with them yourself. You can  
 send a number of people at once equal to your Send Aspects.

 View: You can view another timeframe without Traveling there. Every View Aspect you have  
 extends your View Range by 100 years.
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Ranges

 Travel Range: This Range is the number of years that you can Travel, forward or back, from   
 your Native Timeframe. All Travelers start with a Travel Range of 100 years unless extended   
 by the Range Aspect. You can set the Range to any period that your Native Timeframe    
 falls within, including  the first or last year of the Range. For example, a character with Native   
 Timeframe 1900 and no Range Aspects could have a Range of 1800-1900 (Native Timeframe the  
 last year of the Range), 1900-2000 (the first year), 1850-1950 (the middle year) or 1875-1975 (the   
 25th year).
 
 View Range: You only have a number in this Range if you have one or more View Aspects. Set   
 this Range exactly as you would your Travel Range. It does not have to match your Travel   
 Range. A character with a Travel Range of 1900-2000 could have a View Range of 1850-1950, or   
 vice versa.
 
Techniques
For full descriptions, see pages 26-29

 Time Shifting: You can make everything speed up or slow down around you, giving you   
 more time to act or speeding you through the boring parts of life.
   
 Pausing: You can freeze the world around you, making you the only one able to take action, or 
 freeze yourself in the world, letting time pass you by. The more you act in a Pause, it harder it 
 becomes to maintain.

 Future Looping: You can create a loop in time in order to experience something that is about   
 to happen multiple times, until it comes out the way you want it. 

 Past Looping: You can create a loop between two things that have already happened. Those   
 two events are fixed, but you can change anything in the middle.

 Previewing: Very rarely are you taken by surprise. At any time, you can get an idea of what is   
 about to happen, and act accordingly. 

 Skipping: You can jump from moment to moment, skipping boring events and checking out   
 what just happened with a new perspective. You continue to be physically present, but your   
 perceptions and experiences match up with your skips.

Goals and Obstacles: Goals and Obstacles drive your character. Everyone has goals that 
they want (or need) to achieve, and obstacles that they must overcome to achieve those goals. Goals 
and Obstacles come in pairs, the Goal to the Obstacle that prevents it from being easily realized. Goals 
are measured from 0 to 6, and Obstacles from 0 to -6. The higher the score of a Goal, the harder it is to 
achieve. “Kiss a pretty girl” would be a 1, while “Marry the President’s daughter” would probably be 
a 5 or 6. The lower the score of an Obstacle, the harder it is to overcome; “Works long hours” would 
be -1, while “Being monitored by the FBI at all times” would be much lower. Choose a descriptor for 
each Goal and Obstacle that describes what it is for your character, like “Dream” or “Aspiration” for 
Goals, and “Phobia” or “Hindrance” for Obstacles. A list of appropriate terms is below, but feel free 
to come up with your own. The GM will designate the number of Goal/Obstacle pairs appropriate 
for the length and intensity of the game the group wishes to play. A one-shot game probably only 
requires one pair per character, while a long-term campaign may need five or six.
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Choose any Goals and their Obstacles that fit your character.
Set each Goal to a value between 1 and 6, and each Obstacle
between -1 and -6. The total of all Goals and Obstacles must be
0. Note that each pair does not need to add to 0, as long as all of
them together do. Also, you will be gaining one last Goal/
Obstacle pair during Phase 2, so if they do not equal out now 
you can do so during that Phase. 

 Goal Descriptors: Ambition, Aspiration, Belief, Desire, 
 Dream, Drive, Fantasy, Hope, Ideal, Need, Objective, 
 Principle, Purpose, Wish. 

 Obstacle Descriptors: Barrier, Burden, Danger, Deterrent, Fear, Hindrance, Hurdle, 
 Inconvenience, Impediment, Impossibility, Nightmare, Phobia, Secret, Trouble.  

Counter Pools: You need two pools of counters. Time (see Page 20) counters represent the 
energy you use to influence time, and Strain (see Page 20) counters represent the strain placed on 
you by your displacement in or manipulation of the temporal stream. Each pool should be a different 
color or otherwise easily differentiable. You start the game with 10 Time and 0 Strain. Both pools will 
constantly fluctuate, so it is a good idea to have some extra counters on hand.

Example Of Character Creation: I want to make an aloof Elizabethan spiritualist. 
My basic concept is that she harvests the energy of the dead to influence time. I decide that she was 
born in 1560, two years after Elizabeth ascended to the throne, and is now 25 years old. Her native 
timeframe is her DOB plus her age, or 1585. I want her to be a noblewoman, and I name her Lady 
Catherine of Sellers, daughter of the Count of Longwood 

First, Capacities. Catherine, a child of privilege, has little need to be physically proficient, and gets 
little exercise, so I set her Physical to -2. Her main strength is her mind, and she is also of the nobility 
and well bred. I set Mental to +3 and Social to +2. These add to +3, the maximum allowed. Catherine 
can’t take much physical punishment, but her mind is sharp and resilient, and she’s fairly good at 
keeping her emotions in check and avoiding embarrassment.  

Next, I decide what Arena modifiers I want for her; the areas in which I think she is particularly 
strong or weak. For Physical, I think that she is pretty and healthy, but not particularly strong or 
fast. I set Appearance at +3 and Fitness at +1, with Fighting, Might and Speed at -2 each. Catherine is 
also a very perceptive person, so I set her Perception to +3. My total right now is +1, but she has a -2 
Physical Capacity, so I need to add some more negative modifiers. I reduce her Fighting and Might by 
another -1 each, and put -1 in Stealth. I go through the same process for Mental and Social, deciding 
what particular areas she is good and bad at. For Mental, I end up with +3 in Creativity and Educa-
tion (classically trained and mentally adept), +2  in Puzzles (good grasp of abstract concepts and 
thinking), +1 in Memory, -2 in Science and Invention (she’s never had to learn about these things), 
and -4 in Shooting (due to her social station). Total: +1. For Social, I decide on +4 Cool (great poker 
face), +2 Intimidation (can be quite imposing) and Profession: Noblewoman (obviously), +1 Misdirec-
tion and Persuasiveness (can get what she wants), -2 in Adaptability (she is used to routine) and -3 in 
both Loyalty and Leadership (an independent person). Total: +2.
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Goals and Obstacles are one place to 
come up with your characters sub-
plot. It is most effective to discuss 
Goals and Obstacles with the group 
itself while creating them in order 
to ensure that each character has a 
set of compatible desires that can be 
easily and compellingly woven into 
the main story. 
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Before deciding on a Style, I sketch out how she influences time a little bit more. I like the idea that 
she has to bind spirits into items, such as stones or wands, and that these items are used up as she 
uses more energy (Time). This is not a mutual agreement. Catherine does rituals to forcibly rip ghosts 
out of the spirit world and into her objects. I look over the three options, and decide that I would 
rather play a TMer than a Traveler or a Thrall. I can choose three Techniques, and decide that she can 
Pause, Preview and Past Loop. For her Linked Arena, I choose Intimidation, because she threatens 
and coerces the spirits.

Now I decide on Goals and Obstacles. My group is planning a fairly long-term game, and the GM 
decides that we should each have at least 3 Goal/Obstacle pairs, plus the last one we’ll generate in 
Phase 2. After giving some more thought to her background and status, I come up with these:

(Ambition) Gain mystical power [+5]/(Danger) Angry spirits [-4]
(Desire) Have a child [+2]/(Inconvenience) Contemptuous of her peers [-3]
(Dream) Establish a lasting legacy [+4]/(Hurdle) Excluded from power [-3]

The Goals add to 11, and the Obstacles to -10, which I’ll keep in mind during Phase 2.

I make some notes about how Catherine’s mother died giving birth to her, and all she’s known has 
been her autocratic, though not mean-spirited, father. She desperately wants to be her own woman, 
but is both mentally and physically restricted by social norms and what’s “expected” of her. She fell 
into the mystic arts as one way of asserting her independence, and it triggered a burning thirst for 
the power that it can bring her; the power to break her fathers hold. While she’s not interested in ro-
mance, or the vast majority of the fops that she’s surrounded with, she does wish to have a child that 
she can “raise right” and share her life with. She wants to be remembered, but is finding it difficult to 
maneuver into the circles of those who are written about by historians.  I take 10 black glass counters 
to represent her Time pool, and, once everyone else is ready, move on to Phase 2.
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Character Creation: Phase 2

Once the group has created each character for the game, it’s time for phase 2. In this phase, you create 
a relationship map (R-map) that connects all of the characters across time. While individual charac-
ters can be created in isolation, due to the communal nature of this phase everyone needs to be pres-
ent when going through it. At the beginning of the first session is usually a good time, if it hasn’t been 
done before that.

Anchors

First, each player creates a number of Anchors for their character. Two Anchors per character is a 
good baseline. More than that is certainly possible, but each Anchor you add makes the R-map more 
and more complicated. This is not bad, but is more appropriate for longer or more intense games. 
Keep in mind that you will be gaining one Anchor on top of those you create (so if you make two 
Anchors, your character will have three by the end of this phase).

An Anchor is a person in your character’s life that he has an emotional attachment to or investment 
in. This link could be positive or negative, distant or close, rewarding or draining, or anything else 
you feel is appropriate. The most important thing about creating an Anchor is that he or she should 
be someone that you as a player want to see in play. Don’t shy away from creating adversarial An-
chors, as they often create fantastic scenes. 

As the group creates Anchors, keep in mind that you will be choosing at least one other player’s 
Anchor as one of your own. Once everyone is satisfied with their creations, go around and describe 
them. Then, each player selects one of another player’s Anchors to be their final Anchor, and defines 
that Anchor’s relationship to their character. If you wish, you can choose more than one Anchor at 
this stage. If you don’t think that any of the existing Anchors are particularly interesting, just pick one 
and give them a really gripping relationship to your character – like “assassin out for my blood” or 
“love interest/illegitimate daughter.” 

The GM’s role during this process is to keep everyone on the same page and make lots of notes. The 
GM is going to be playing many of these Anchors, and should start thinking about them now. 

Final Goals

Once all Anchors have been decided, each player generates one more Goal/Obstacle pair, which must 
relate to or involve one of their Anchors. Keep in mind that all Goals and Obstacles must add to 0. 
Feel free to adjust the values of other Goal/Obstacle pairs if you need to.

Draw the R-Map

It’s often useful to draw out the R-map. Write each character’s name on a sheet of paper. Fill in the 
empty spaces with the names of Anchors, and then draw lines from each character to their Anchors, 
writing the nature of the relationship on the line. Feel free to make secondary connections, between 
Anchors or between characters.
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Example of Phase 2

(For the sake of this examples length, we’ll consider a small group: two players and the GM. As you 
can see, each character and Anchor added extends this process.)

Now, I need to work out Catherine’s Anchors. I sit down with the GM and Tomas, the other player. 
Tomas created a character named Timothy Düten, a steam-powered Traveler from the 20th century. 
The GM advises that we should create 2 Anchors, plus the third we’ll pick up from each other.

The obvious place to start is Catherine’s father. The Duke of Sellers, he is a strict man, though not 
completely unloving. He tends to show affection through gifts and presents, without displaying 
much emotion. He feels extremely possessive of Catherine, while she resents his attitude and seeks to 
escape his control.

For her second Anchor, I want someone that’s not exactly a friend, but also isn’t an antagonist to 
Catherine. After some conversation with the GM, I decide on one of the fops that is constantly trying 
to win Catherine’s hand. The name Lionel comes to mind, and I decide that he has been attempting to 
woo Catherine for quite some time, despite her constant rejection. She has come to tolerate him, and 
sometimes spends time with him when she needs to get away from the strictures of her normal life.

Now, I look over the Anchors that Tomas came up with. He has David, the best friend and confidant 
to Timothy, and Marganna, a former lover of Timothy that knows of his ability to Travel and covets it 
for herself. As both of these characters are based in the 20th century, it seems difficult at first glance 
to choose one as an Anchor for Catherine – but I have an idea. The three of us discuss, and agree that 
spirits and ghosts aren’t bound by time. So, I take Marganna as my third Anchor, with the explana-
tion that she’s one of the ghosts that I bind to use my powers. Though she dies sometime in the 20th 
century, the strength of her spirit allows contact with her in the 16th. Her spirit is more powerful than 
most, and Catherine can communicate with her in addition to using her to fuel her own powers. 

Tomas takes Lionel as his third Anchor, saying that the courtier is his many-times removed great-
grandfather, and Timothy has an heirloom sword that belonged to him. While he’s doing this, I de-
cide on Catherine’s final Goal/Obstacle pair: (Need)Become independent of her father [+5]/(Barrier) 
Social norms [-6]

The R-map that the 
GM creates after 
Phase 2 looks like this:

Characters are completed,
and the three of us are ready 
to play!
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